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Abstract. Multi-task learning involves solving multiple related learning
problems by sharing some common structure for improved generalization
performance. A promising idea to multi-task learning is joint feature
selection where a sparsity pattern is shared across task specific feature
representations. In this paper, we propose a novel Gaussian Process (GP)
approach to multi-task learning based on joint feature selection. The
novelty of the proposed approach is that it captures the task similarity by
sharing a sparsity pattern over the kernel hyper-parameters associated
with each task. This is achieved by considering a hierarchical model
which imposes a multi-Laplacian prior over the kernel hyper-parameters.
This leads to a flexible GP model which can handle a wide range of
multi-task learning problems and can identify features relevant across
all the tasks. The hyper-parameter estimation results in an optimization
problem which is solved using a block co-ordinate descent algorithm.
Experimental results on synthetic and real world multi-task learning data
sets demonstrate that the flexibility of the proposed model is useful in
getting better generalization performance.
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1 Introduction

Multi-task learning (MTL) is used in situations where one has to solve several
related learning problems. MTL considers each learning problem as a separate
task, but instead of learning the tasks independently, learns them together [1].
It is extremely effective when each learning problem is associated with a limited
data set. It enables a task to be learnt using the data from multiple related
tasks. This results in a better predictive performance of the individual tasks. It
has been shown that multi-task learning performs better than learning tasks in-
dependently [2,3,4]. Multi-task learning methods have been successfully applied
to applications like user preference modeling [5] and conjoint analysis [6].

Multi-task learning has recently created a lot of interest in the machine learn-
ing community. Many approaches have been proposed to effectively learn from
multiple related tasks by capturing the similarity among them. Task similarity
can be captured by restricting different task functions to be close to each other in
some sense [4]. Bayesian approaches [5,7] capture the task similarity by sharing
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a common prior among different tasks. Other approaches capture task similarity
by sharing a common internal representation across all the tasks [2,3].

Multi-task learning using joint feature selection has been shown to improve
performance in many scenarios [6,8,9,10]. These methods capture the similarity
across the tasks by selecting a common subset of features or by sharing a sparsity
pattern over feature representations. This is useful in situations like user pref-
erence modeling where a few product features are considered to be important
by most of the users. Bayesian joint feature selection approaches [9,11,10] learn
relevant features by imposing sparsity inducing priors over the feature coeffi-
cients. Regularized joint feature selection approaches [6,8] perform joint feature
selection using a regularization framework in which a mixed norm regularizer
is used over the feature coefficient matrix. This results in sharing the sparsity
pattern over task specific feature coefficients. We propose an approach to multi-
task learning based on joint feature selection using the non- parametric Bayesian
framework of Gaussian process.

Gaussian process (GP) is a non-parametric model which provides a prob-
abilistic approach to learning with kernels [12]. Being probabilistic, GP based
MTL approaches provide an estimate of uncertainty over predictions. Being non-
parametric, it allows the complexity of the decision function to grow with the
data size. Most of the GP based approaches to MTL model task similarity by
sharing a common prior across the tasks [7,13]. A task covariance matrix is
learnt in [14] to model the task similarity. The semi-parametric latent factor
approach [15] models each task as a linear combination of latent functions with
task specific weights. We propose a general and a flexible GP based MTL ap-
proach, Gaussian process multi-task feature selection (GPMTFS), based on the
idea of joint feature selection.

Gaussian process multi-task feature selection (GPMTFS) performs multi-
task regression by jointly selecting features relevant across all the tasks. This
is useful in many multi-task scenarios like speech recognition and handwriting
recognition where some features are relevant across all the tasks while the rest
are irrelevant. GPMTFS models task similarity by sharing a sparsity pattern
over the feature specific parameters associated with each task. The approach
considers a covariance function which implements automatic relevance determi-
nation (ARD) for each task and shares the sparsity pattern over the task spe-
cific ARD hyper-parameters. This is achieved by placing a multi-Laplacian prior
over feature specific hyper-parameters across the tasks. A maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate of the hyper-parameters is obtained using a block co-ordinate
descent algorithm. The approach facilitates the selection of features which are
relevant across all the tasks and leads to a better generalization performance.
The proposed approach is different from Gaussian Process multi-task learning
(GPMTL) [13] which can be used to perform joint feature selection by em-
ploying an ARD enabled covariance function. Fig. 1 provides a graphical model
representation of the two approaches. In GPMTL, all the tasks share the same
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Fig. 1. Graphical model for GPMTL and GPMTFS

ARD hyper- parameters. GPMTFS allows each task to have its own set of ARD
hyper-parameters and shares the sparsity pattern over the task specific hyper-
parameters. Hence, unlike GPMTL, GPMTFS does not restrict the functional
form of the task specific functions to be the same. Moreover, it can control
the degree of similarity through a regularization parameter. Such a flexible and
general model enables one to handle a wide range of multi-task learning problems
where the tasks are less similar. We show that the flexibility of GPMTFS leads to
a better generalization performance on multi-task regression problems through
experiments on synthetic and real world regression data sets.

This paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related work in section 2.
Gaussian process regression is discussed in section 3. We discuss the proposed
approach, Gaussian process multi-task feature selection, in section 4 and present
the experimental results on synthetic and real multi-task data sets in section 5.
Finally, we conclude in section 6.

Notations. We consider a multi-task regression problem with T tasks. Each
task t is associated with a training data set Dt with N t examples, i.e. Dt =
(Xt,yt) = {xt

i, y
t
i}N

t

i=1 and a test data set Dt∗ with N t∗ examples, i.e. Dt∗ =

(Xt
∗,y

t
∗) = {xt

∗i, y
t
∗i}N

t
∗

i=1. We assume that all the data sets come from the same
input space RP and output space R, i.e. xt

i ∈ RP and yti ∈ R. Let D be the col-
lection of all task specific training data sets i.e. D = (X,y) = (∪T

t=1X
t,∪T

t=1y
t)

and D∗ be the collection of all task specific test data sets i.e. D∗ = (X∗,y∗) =
(∪T

t=1X
t∗,∪T

t=1y
t∗). Let N =

∑T
t=1 N

t and N∗ =
∑T

t=1 N
t∗ be the total number

of training and test examples respectively, from all the tasks. We assume that
task specific data sets are associated with a different but related sampling dis-
tributions St. In multi-task regression, we learn a function f t for the task t and
use it to make predictions on the test data set Dt

∗ associated with the task t.
The goal in multi-task regression is to learn these functions from the training
data set D such that they provide good generalization performance on the test
data set D∗. We denote ‖a‖2 to represent the l2 norm of a vector a and |A| to
denote the determinant of a matrix A.
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2 Related Work

Multi-task learning using joint feature selection improves generalization perfor-
mance by sharing a sparse feature pattern across the tasks. In [8], this is achieved
by using the l1/l2 (mixed norm) regularization term. They consider the l2 norm
of coefficients associated with a feature across all the tasks. The regularization
term is formed by taking the sum of this l2 norm over all the features. The l1/l2
regularization term is also used in [16], but [16] uses an efficient optimization
approach different from the one used in [8]. Convex multi-task feature learning
(CMTFL) [6] assumes that the tasks share a small set of features and learns the
feature matrix. Sparsity was induced by using the squared l1/l2 regularizer over
the feature coefficient matrix. The resulting non-convex problem is solved using
an equivalent convex formulation involving trace norm. An alternative efficient
way to perform feature learning is provided in [17]. The selection of an appro-
priate mixed norm regularizer for performing multi-task learning is discussed in
[18] and they provide a probabilistic interpretation to it. A maximum entropy
discrimination framework to perform joint feature selection for multi-task learn-
ing is discussed in [19]. However, these approaches are not probabilistic in nature
and cannot provide a measure of uncertainty over predictions.

A Bayesian approach in which an automatic relevance determination (ARD)
prior is imposed over the feature coefficients associated with the tasks is dis-
cussed in [9]. Here, the sparsity is achieved by constraining the variance of the
coefficients to a constant value. Sparse Bayesian multi-task learning [10] achieves
group sparsity over the feature coefficient matrix by imposing a matrix-variate
Gaussian scale mixture prior over it. In Bayesian multi-task feature selection [11],
a spike and slab prior is used to enforce the selection of a common subset of fea-
tures across the tasks. All these approaches are parametric and hence the model
complexity of each task is limited by the parametric functional form.

Gaussian processes (GPs) provide a Bayesian non-parametric approach to
multi-task learning. The GP approach to multi-task learning presented in [7]
models task similarity by placing a common prior over the parameters across all
the tasks. In [13], task similarity is modeled by sharing the kernel parameters
across the tasks. The semi-parametric latent factor approach [15] models each
task as a linear combination of latent functions with task specific weights. In [20],
this is extended by putting a spike and slab prior over the task specific weights.
The GP approach to multi-task regression in [14] considers the covariance matrix
as a Kronecker product of the covariance matrices over the tasks and data and
learns the task covariance matrix when the task specific features are not present.
In [21], a mixed effect model is proposed where the task functions are assumed to
be a combination of a common fixed effect and a task specific random effect. We
provide an approach to perform multi-task regression using Gaussian processes
which can perform joint selection of features relevant across all the tasks.
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3 Gaussian Process Regression

A Gaussian Process is a collection of random variables with the property that
the joint distribution of any finite subset of which is Gaussian [12]. It generalizes
Gaussian distribution to infinitely many random variables. The GP is completely
specified by a mean function and a covariance function. The covariance function
is defined over the function values of a pair of inputs and is evaluated using a
Mercer kernel function over the pair of inputs. It expresses some general prop-
erties of functions such as their smoothness, and length-scale. A commonly used
covariance function is the squared exponential (SE) kernel

K(xi,xj) = exp(−1

2

P∑

l=1

κl(xil − xjl)
2). (1)

Here κ1, κ2, . . . , κP (all non-negative) are the kernel hyper-parameters associ-
ated with the SE kernel K. The SE kernel (1) implements automatic relevance
determination (ARD) through the kernel parameters κ1, κ2, . . . , κP . A low value
of κi implies that the dimension i is less relevant. This helps to estimate the
dimensions (features) which are relevant for prediction. Let K = K(X,X),
K∗ = K(X,X∗) and K∗∗ = K(X∗,X∗). Here, K(X,X∗) is an N × N∗ ma-
trix of covariances evaluated for all the pairs of training and test input data.
The matrices K(X,X), K(X∗,X) and K(X∗,X∗) are also defined similarly.

We consider a noisy Gaussian process regression (GPR) model where the
output y lies around a latent function f(x) with an additive, independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise ε with mean 0 and variance σ2

n, i.e.
y = f(x) + ε. In GPR, the likelihood is Gaussian

p(y|f(x)) = N (f(x), σ2
n). (2)

The GPR approach imposes a zero mean GP prior over the latent function val-
ues f associated with the training data and f∗ associated with the test data. The
predictive distribution on f∗ is obtained by integrating the conditional distribu-
tion p(f∗|f ,X∗,X) over the posterior distribution p(f |X,y), i.e. p(f∗|X∗,X,y) =∫
p(f∗|f ,X∗,X)p(f |X,y)df . The conditional distribution is Gaussian because of

the GP prior. Due to the Gaussian form of the likelihood the posterior distri-
bution is Gaussian. Hence, the predictive distribution over the latent function
values of the test data is also Gaussian. The predictive distribution over the test
outputs y∗ is obtained as p(y∗|X∗,X,y) =

∫
p(y∗|f∗)p(f∗|X∗,X,y)df∗, and it is

also Gaussian.
The hyper-parameters {κ1, κ2, . . . , κP , σ

2
n} are estimated using either Bayesi-

an techniques or cross-validation techniques [12]. Generally, the hyper-parameters
are estimated by maximizing marginal likelihood p(y|X) =

∫
p(y|f ,X)p(f |X)df

= N (0,K+ σ2
nIN ) or equivalently by minimizing the negative logarithm of the

marginal likelihood:

argmin
θ

1

2
y�(K+ σ2

nIN )−1y +
1

2
log|K+ σ2

nIN |+ N

2
log(2π), (3)
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4 Gaussian Process Multi-task Regression Using Feature
Selection

We propose a novel approach to multi-task regression using Gaussian Processes
based on the idea of joint feature selection. The proposed approach, Gaussian
process multi-task feature selection (GPMTFS), improves the generalization per-
formance by sharing the feature sparsity pattern across the tasks.

The GPMTFS approach uses a covariance function which implements auto-
matic relevance determination (ARD). The kernel parameters in these covariance
functions help in capturing the importance of each feature in the data set. In the
multi-task setting, we model each task t using a latent function f t. The latent
function f t comes from a zero mean Gaussian process with a covariance function
Kt. The covariance function Kt can be any Mercer kernel implementing ARD.
Thus, each task t is associated with kernel hyper-parameters {κt

1, κ
t
2, . . . , κ

t
P },

which help in automatic feature relevance. The task specific hyper-parameters
allow f t to take distinct functional form. In this work, we consider the SE kernel
(4) and the linear kernel (5).

Kt(xt
i,x

t
j) = exp(−1

2

P∑

l=1

κt
l(x

t
il − xt

jl)
2) (4)

Kt(xt
i,x

t
j) =

P∑

l=1

κt
lx

t
ilx

t
jl (5)

Multi-task Marginal Likelihood. In multi-task regression, the likelihood for
each task t is Gaussian as in GPR, i.e. p(yti |f t(xt

i)) = N (f t(xt
i), σ

2
t ), where σ2

t

is the noise variance associated with the task t. The marginal likelihood of the
examples belonging to the task t is also Gaussian, p(yt|Xt) = N (0,Kt+σ2

t INt),
where Kt = Kt(Xt,Xt). Then, the marginal likelihood over all the tasks is ob-

tained as p(y|X) =
∏T

t=1 p(y
t|Xt). The hyper-parameters {κt

1, κ
t
2, . . . , κ

t
P , σ

2
t }Tt=1

are estimated by maximizing the marginal likelihood p(y|X) or equivalently by
minimizing the negative log of the marginal likelihood,

− log p(y|X) =

T∑

t=1

− log p(yt|Xt) �

T∑

t=1

(1

2
yt�(Kt + σ2

t INt)−1yt +
1

2
log|Kt + σ2

t INt |). (6)

The objective function (6) is a sum of the negative log of the marginal like-
lihood for each task. Learning hyper-parameters by minimizing (6) leads to an
independent learning of hyper-parameters associated with each task. This does
not lead to any kind of feature sharing across the tasks and fails to model the
multi-task learning situation. We model the task similarity by sharing the spar-
sity pattern over the kernel hyper-parameters associated with each task. This
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is achieved by using a hierarchical approach where we impose a sparse prior
over the kernel hyper-parameters {κt

1, κ
t
2, . . . , κ

t
P }Tt=1. This results in selecting a

subset of features which are relevant and common across all the tasks.

Prior Over the Hyper-parameters. We consider a Laplacian or double ex-
ponential prior as the sparsity inducing prior. It has been used as a sparsity
inducing prior in various contexts [22]. It leads to a l1 regularized function in
the log space which results in sparse solutions for properly chosen regularization
parameters. We collect the kernel hyper-parameters from all the tasks into a
matrix Q, where Q = [κ1,κ2, . . . ,κP ] and κi = [κ1

i , κ
2
i , . . . , κ

T
i ]

�. Thus, the col-
umn i of the matrix Q denotes the kernel hyper-parameters corresponding to the
dimension i for all the tasks. We denote κt = [κt

1, κ
t
2, . . . , κ

t
P ]

� as the vector of
all the kernel hyper-parameters for the task t and σ2 = [σ2

1 , σ
2
2 , . . . , σ

2
T ]

� as the
vector of all task specific variance hyper-parameters. To achieve our objective of
sharing sparsity pattern on the kernel hyper-parameters across all the tasks, we
consider imposing a sparsity inducing prior over the matrix Q. Specifically, we
impose a zero mean multi-Laplacian (ML) prior [23] over each column κi of the
matrix Q. The ML prior over the vector κi is defined as

p(κi) = Multi-Laplace(κi|0, C−1)

= CT/2 exp(−C‖κi‖2), (7)

where C is the parameter associated with the ML prior. We impose independent
ML priors over each column of the matrix Q. The prior over the matrix Q is
defined as

p(Q) =

P∏

i=1

p(κi) = CTP/2 exp(−C

P∑

i=1

‖κi‖2). (8)

Imposing the ML prior over each column of Q will result in the columns be-
coming sparse together. Thus, the kernel hyper-parameters corresponding to an
irrelevant feature for all the tasks become zero together. This will lead to sharing
of sparsity pattern over features across the tasks. The variance hyper-parameter
vector σ2 is assigned independent exponential priors with the rate parameter B,

p(σ2) =

T∏

t=1

exp(σ2
t |B) = BT exp(−B

T∑

t=1

σ2
t ). (9)

The posterior over the hyper-parameters is given by

p(Q,σ2|y,X) ∝ p(y|X,Q,σ2)p(Q)p(σ2). (10)

Learning the Hyper-parameters. The posterior (10) cannot be obtained in
closed form. The hyper-parameters are estimated using a maximum a posteriori
(MAP) approach. We estimate the hyper-parameters by minimizing negative log
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of the posterior which results in the following optimization problem.

argmin
κ1,κ2,...,κP ,σ2

T∑

t=1

(1

2
yt�(Kt + σ2

t INt)−1yt +
1

2
log|Kt + σ2

t INt |+Bσ2
t

)

+C

P∑

i=1

‖κi‖2 s.t. κ1 ≥ 0,κ2 ≥ 0, . . . ,κP ≥ 0,σ2 ≥ 0 (11)

The objective function in the optimization problem (11) consists of two terms:
the first one is the loss term arising from the marginal likelihood over all the
tasks and the second one is a regularization term. The regularization term pe-
nalizes the sum of the l2 norm of kernel hyper-parameters across the tasks for
a particular feature, and it helps to perform joint feature selection. It couples
the kernel hyper-parameters across all the tasks and causes the task specific
kernel hyper-parameters to share the sparsity pattern. The non-sparse kernel
hyper-parameters correspond to the features which are relevant across all the
tasks and help in feature selection. The regularization constant C controls the
degree of similarity in the multi-task learning problem. When the tasks share
high similarity a proper value of C results in sharing the sparsity pattern across
the tasks. When the tasks are dissimilar a zero value of C results in learning the
hyper-parameters independently without any sharing.

The optimization problem (11) is similar to the one used in [8] which uses
the mixed norm l1/l2 regularizer over the task coefficients. When the number of
tasks reduces to one, the l1/l2 regularization reduces to the l1 regularization over
the kernel hyper-parameters. In this case, GPMTFS performs Gaussian process
regression with the l1 regularization over the kernel parameters. Learning tasks
independently using such l1 regularization is not effective since the number of
examples associated with a task is too small to learn the relevant features.

GPMTFS Algorithm. The optimization problem (11) is solved using the
block co-ordinate descent (BCD) approach [24]. It has been applied in many
multi-task learning settings with mixed norm regularizers [25]. The approach
updates the parameters associated with the co-ordinates in a cyclic manner
(Gauss-Seidel procedure). In the GPMTFS optimization problem (11), we con-
sider the kernel hyper-parameters κi corresponding to the dimension i across
all the tasks as the parameters of the co-ordinate i. We consider the variance
hyper-parameter σ2 across all the tasks as the parameters of the co-ordinate
P + 1. Gradient based optimization approaches are used to update the hyper-
parameters in each co-ordinate descent step. The hyper-parameters are updated
until the relative decrease in the objective function value is small. The BCD
approach for GPMTFS is summarized in Algorithm 1. Each co-ordinate descent
step takes O(

∑T
t=1 N

3
t ) time. The cubic complexity arises from the inversion of

a Nt × Nt matrix in the optimization problem. However, the number of exam-
ples associated with each task is often very small. Let Nmax denote the largest
among N1, . . . , NT . The computational complexity of the co-ordinate descent
step is O(TN3

max) and that of the GPMTFS algorithm is O(PTN3
max). The

non-smooth optimization problem in (11) is solved using a subgradient approach.
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Algorithm 1. Block co-ordinate descent for GPMTFS

1: Input Regularization constants B and C, Data sets {Dt}Tt=1

2: Output Matrix Q, σ2

3: Initialize matrix Q and σ2

4: repeat
5: for i = 1 to P do
6: Update κi by solving the optimization problem (11) w.r.t. κi and fixing all

other variables.
7: end for
8: Update σ2 by solving the optimization problem (11) w.r.t. σ2 and fixing other

variables.
9: until relative decrease in the objective function value in (11) is not small

For a proper choice of the regularization constant C, the approach results in a
sparse solution. In general, the sparsity increases as we increase the value of
the regularization parameter C. The regularization constants B and C can be
chosen using cross-validation. The estimated kernel hyper-parameters share a
common sparsity pattern across the tasks and can be used to select features
relevant across all the tasks.

Prediction. The estimated hyper-parameters are used to make predictions for
each task t. The output predictive probability distribution for the task t on the

test data xt
∗ is Gaussian with mean Kt

∗
�
(Kt + σ2

t INt)−1yt and variance Kt
∗∗ −

Kt
∗
�
(Kt + σ2

t INt)−1Kt
∗ + σ2

t , where Kt
∗ = Kt(Xt,xt

∗) and Kt
∗∗ = Kt(xt

∗,x
t
∗).

The mean is taken as the output predicted by the GPMTFS approach.

5 Experimental Results

We conduct experiments to study the behavior and the performance of the pro-
posed GPMTFS approach on a synthetic and two real multi-task regression data
sets, Personal Computer and School [6]. Table 1 summarizes the properties of
these data sets. We compare the performance of GPMTFS against convex multi-
task feature learning (CMTFL) [6] 1 and a closely related GP based multi-task
learning approach (GPMTL) [13]. CMTFL is based on the idea of joint feature
selection using mixed norm regularizers but is not a probabilistic approach. On
the other hand, both GPMTFS and GPMTL are probabilistic models based on
GP. We also compare our approach against independent task learning (ITL)
and aggregate task learning (ATL). In ITL, decision functions are learnt inde-
pendently for each task t from the data set Dt using Gaussian process regression
with a regularization over hyper-parameters. In ATL, a single decision function
is learnt for all the tasks from the collectionD of the data setsDt using Gaussian
process regression with a regularization over hyper-parameters.

1 Code is available at
http://ttic.uchicago.edu/~argyriou/code/mtl_feat/mtl_feat.tar

http://ttic.uchicago.edu/~argyriou/code/mtl_feat/mtl_feat.tar
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Table 1. Properties of the data sets

Data Number Dimension Examples
of tasks per task

Synthetic 10 10 25

Personal
Computer 190 14 20

School 139 27 20-150

5.1 Synthetic Data

A synthetic data set is used to study the behavior of the proposed approach [6].
We assume the number of tasks to be 10 (T = 10) and generate a 10 dimensional
synthetic data set for each task. Each task is associated with 5 training data
examples and 20 test data examples. The training and test data for each task
are generated randomly from a uniform distribution [0, 1]P , where P is 10. We
assume the first 5 features of the data set as relevant and the rest of the features
as irrelevant. This is modeled by generating the coefficients (wt) corresponding to
the first 5 dimensions from a 5 dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and a diagonal covariance matrix with diagonal entries (1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.15, 0.1). The
coefficients corresponding to the rest of the dimensions are zero. The output yti
for the task t is computed as yti = wt ·xt

i+ν, where ν is Gaussian noise with mean
zero and variance 0.1. The task coefficients wt are generated independently for
each task. All the experiments use a linear ARD kernel.

We run our approach GPMTFS over this synthetic data set and learn the
task coefficient matrix. Fig. 2 denotes a color map for the generated task coeffi-
cient matrix(left) and the learnt task coefficient matrix(right). We can see that
both the generated and the learnt task coefficient matrices are similar. Like the
generated task coefficient matrix, the learnt task coefficient matrix also assigns
zero values to the irrelevant dimensions.

We verify if the proposed approach is able to learn the dimensions relevant for
all the tasks correctly. Consider the bar plot in Fig. 3 obtained using the kernel
parameter values learned by our approach. For each dimension, we plot the l2
norm of the kernel parameter values obtained for all the tasks in that dimension,
i.e. ‖κi‖2. From the bar plot, we can observe that the first 6 dimensions are
found to be relevant by GPMTFS while the rest of the dimensions are found to
be irrelevant.

We study the dependence of the GPMTFS approach on the regularization
parameter C in the right plot of Fig. 3. We observe that the number of selected
features, root mean square error (RMSE) and the Frobenius norm difference
between the actual and learnt task coefficient matrix decrease as we increase
the value of the regularization parameter C from 10−7 to 10−2. An increase in
the value of C leads to sparser solutions and results in the selection of features
which are most relevant across all the tasks. This improves the performance of
the GPMTFS algorithm which is reflected in the RMSE values obtained. This
validates the idea of using joint feature selection for multi-task learning problems.
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Fig. 2. Task coefficient matrix for 10 tasks and 10 input dimensions. Left : generated
task coefficient matrix. Right: learnt task coefficient matrix.

Fig. 3. Left : bar plot indicating the relevance of features in the synthetic data set using
GPMTFS . Right : variation in number of features selected , RMSE and Frobenius norm
difference on increasing the value of C.

We note that after a particular point, a further increase in the values of C
degrades the performance as it forces the hyper-parameter values corresponding
to the relevant features also to zero. Therefore the regularization parameter C
needs to be chosen carefully. We use cross- validation to choose the value of C.

We compare the RMSE obtained using the proposed GPMTFS approach with
CMTFL, GPMTL, ITL and ATL for 2 types of synthetic data sets in Table 2.
The first one is same as the one used in the studies discussed above. It consists of
highly similar tasks. The second synthetic data set consists of less similar tasks.
This is obtained by considering the Gaussian generating the task coefficients wt

for the first 8 dimensions to have very high variance along its diagonal. The
last 2 dimensions of wt are considered irrelevant and are taken to be zero. We
generate 10 instances of these 2 synthetic data sets and report the mean RMSE
obtained for various approaches. For the highly similar synthetic data set, we
observe that the performance of all the multi-task learning methods are similar
and is better than ITL and ATL. In fact, the proposed approach GPMTFS
gives a slightly better performance than other MTL approaches. For the less
similar synthetic data set, we observe that the proposed GPMTFS approach
performs better than GPMTL. GPMTFS allows each task to have its own set of
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Table 2. Experimental results on the data sets for GPMTFS, CMTFL, GPMTL, ITL
and ATL. Performance measure used is explained variance for the School data set and
RMSE for all other data sets. The numbers in bold face style indicate the best result.

Data set GPMTFS CMTFL GPMTL ITL ATL

Synthetic 0.041± 0.042± 0.045± 0.071± 0.105±
(High) 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.008

Synthetic 3.201± 3.138± 3.532± 4.522± 6.589±
(Low) 0.050 0.048 0.062 0.090 0.099

PC 2.041 ± 2.045 ± 2.062 ± 2.475 ± 2.283 ±
0.030 0.030 0.036 0.060 0.032

School 35.45 ± 35.63 ± 34.96 32.67 ± 34.23 ±
1.36 1.25 1.54 2.17 1.15

hyper-parameters which helps it to capture the variability across the tasks better.
The performance of CMTFL is better than that of GP based approaches. This
is possibly due to the joint feature selection in the parameter space rather than
in the hyper-parameter space.

5.2 Personal Computer

Experiments are conducted on a real data set consisting of ratings of personal
computers by people [26] 2. The data set consists of ratings on 20 different
personal computers by 190 people. The properties of the personal computer are
represented using 14 binary features. The output consists of integer ratings on
a scale of 0-10. Here, each person corresponds to a task and the ratings by the
person correspond to the examples in the task. Thus, there are 190 tasks and 20
examples per task. We consider the first 8 examples in each task as the training
data and the last 4 examples as the test data. The performance is measured
using the root mean squared error (RMSE) averaged over each task. We report
the mean RMSE values over 10 independent partitions of the training and test
data sets. The experiments are conducted using the squared exponential ARD
kernel.

Table 2 compares the performance of GPMTFS with CMTFL, GPMTL, ITL,
and ATL on the personal computer (PC) data set. We observe that the proposed
approach GPMTFS performs better than all other MTL approaches on the PC
data set.

We plot the relevance of features in the PC data set using GPMTFS in Fig. 4.
We observe that price (dimension 14) is the most relevant feature. We find that
GPMTFS selects technical characteristics of the computer such as RAM, CPU
and CDROM (dimensions 2-6) also as relevant features. We observe that for the
personal computer dataset, most of the features are relevant.

2 We thank Peter Lenk for kindly providing the data set.
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Fig. 4. Bar plot indicating the relevance of features obtained using GPMTFS. Left :
Personal Computer. Right : School.

5.3 School Data

We conduct experiments on the real world school data set [4] to study the gener-
alization performance of the proposed GPMTFS approach. The data set consists
of examination records of 15362 students over 139 schools. Each student record
has 27 dimensions and the number of student records associated with each school
varies from 20-150. A student record consists of year of examination, student spe-
cific features and school specific features. The goal is to predict exam scores of
students from each school. In order to conduct multi-task learning experiments,
each school is considered as a task and the student records belonging to a school
as the data corresponding to the task. Experiments are conducted on 10 par-
titions of data into training and test data sets with 75% of the examples from
each school as the training set and the rest as the test set. All the experiments
use a linear ARD kernel. We use explained variance [4] as the performance mea-
sure, which is widely used for comparing the performance of multi-task learning
approaches on the School data set. Explained variance is defined as

Explained variance = 1− sum squared error

total variance
. (12)

A high value of explained variance is preferred over a low value.
Table 2 reports the mean explained variance obtained over 10 independent

training and test data instances of the school data set. We observe that the
proposed approach GPMTFS performed better than GPMTL, ITL and ATL.
GPMTFS captures the variability across the tasks that GPMTL fails to capture.

The features selected by GPMTFS and their relevance for the school data
set are shown in Fig. 4. Relevance for a feature is obtained by using the norm
of the kernel parameter values across all the tasks for that feature. It agrees
well with the results obtained using CMTFL on the school data set. GPMTFS
considered the dimensions 22-27 as irrelevant as these dimensions corresponding
to the school specific features do not contribute much to the examination score
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Table 3. Comparison of the optimal NLPD values obtained by GPMTFS, GPMTL,
ITL and ATL on different data sets. The numbers in the bold face style indicate the
best result.

Data set GPMTFS GPMTL ITL ATL

Synthetic (high) -1.6521 -1.6552 -0.9553 1.0622
Synthetic (low) 2.7468 3.2681 3.4862 3.4365

PC 2.2228 2.3798 3.4740 6.2068
School 3.6284 3.7821 6.2431 5.4468

Table 4. Computed t-test statistic for different datasets. Bold face style indicates the
cases for which the t-test statistic is greater than the critical value.

Synthetic (high) Synthetic (low) PC School

1.514 12.119 4.846 9.336

of students. VR band (dimensions 10, 13-15) and ethnic background (dimensions
16-21) are the features which strongly influence the exam score of students.

5.4 Probabilistic Analysis, Statistical Significance Test and Runtime
Experiments

We perform a probabilistic analysis of the proposed approach by providing the
negative log predictive density (NLPD) [12] values on the test data set. Ta-
ble 3 reports the optimal mean NLPD values obtained on 2 synthetic and 2
real world data sets using GPMTFS, GPMTL, ITL and ATL. CMTFL being
a non-probabilistic approach, cannot be used to obtain the NLPD values. Note
that low NLPD values are preferred over high NLPD values. The NLPD val-
ues clearly show the effectiveness of the proposed GPMTFS approach over the
GPMTL approach.

We use the paired t-test [27] to check if the proposed GPMTFS performs
significantly better than GPMTL. The null hypothesis is that both GPMTFS
and GPMTL have similar performance. Under the null hypothesis, the t-test
statistic follows the Students t-distribution with 9 degrees of freedom3. For the
confidence level of 95% and 9 degrees of freedom, the critical value for the one
sided t-test is 1.833. Table 4 reports the t-test statistic computed on 2 synthetic
and 2 real world data sets. We find that the computed t-test statistic is greater
than the critical value for all the datasets except the synthetic data set with
highly similar tasks. This emphasizes the significantly better performance of the
GPMTFS approach over the GPMTL approach.

The proposed GPMTFS approach and the GPMTL approach are implemented
in Matlab. Publicly available CMTFL code is also implemented in Matlab. These
Matlab programs are run on a 3.2 GHz Intel processor with 4GB of shared main
memory in a Linux environment. Table 5 provides the runtime for different
multi-task learning approaches on synthetic and real world data sets.

3 We consider the results over 10 partitions of a data set.
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Table 5. Runtime (in seconds) for GPMTFS, CMTFL, GPMTL, ITL and ATL on
different data sets

Data set GPMTFS CMTFL GPMTL ITL ATL

Synthetic 11.0825 11.6845 8.2543 13.1067 15.8405
PC 333.3381 243.7865 325.4205 356.0030 395.3381

School 7.5778e+03 8.5566e+03 7.1723e+03 9.8863e+03 1.5566e+04

6 Summary

We proposed a novel approach to multi-task regression using Gaussian processes
and joint selection of features. The joint feature selection was done by imposing
a sparse prior over the kernel hyper-parameters. This lead to a flexible model
which can handle variability across the tasks. The resulting optimization problem
was solved using a block co-ordinate descent algorithm. The proposed approach
facilitated the selection of features relevant across all the tasks and lead to
an improvement in performance. This is validated through the experiments on
synthetic and real world data sets. The proposed approach performed better
than other GP based approaches. Due to its Bayesian nature, it provides an
estimate of uncertainty over predictions and is an useful alternative for multi-
task learning. The ideas presented in this paper are general and can be easily
extended to multi-task classification problems.
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